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Dr. Jana Vilman's main areas of work and research are focused on the
concepts of collective brands management and on the design management of
tourist destinations. Her research interests center on interpretation of cultural
heritage into contemporary objects and the impact of design on local
development.
Klemen Langus,who has been the director of Turizem Bohinj Board for many
years, continuously strives to put sustainable and environmental development
at the core of all activities in tourism. Under his leadership Turizem Bohinj has
created a comprehensive sustainable tourism model, which bases on local
economy and prioritising local people.
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Tourism to support local communities, culture & tradition
Tourism to support nature and biodiversity
Marketing a sustainable destination
Facing the carbon & climate challenge in tourism, incl. soft mobility
Water & waste management and how to reduce the use of plastics.
How to avoid the hidden costs of tourism development?

Small festival with global impact

Turizem Bohinj created a comprehensive sustainable tourism model based on
supporting the local economy and local people as first priority.
The main feature of these strategies is to reduce seasonality by extending the visitor
season into the quieter spring and autumn months and focusing on a higher quality
and lower volume tourism product linked to the outstanding environmental assets
and local people of the area.
The International Wild Flower Festival (IWFF) focused on building green tourism
that includes local communities, preserve nature and has low negative effect on
environment.
IWFF does not glorify merely life. Along with education and expert
tourism, the annual IWFF strengthens ties between locals, visitors and the natural
environment, and additionally promotes steps to the further sustainable
development of Bohinj and the Julian Alps.
IWFF framework has been adopted by six international tourist boards including
North Highland Tourism to ‘deliver sustainable tourism and sensitive development
in fragile rural areas’. Hosted leading UK media titles including The Daily
Telegraph, The Observer and The Guardian. The festival has been highlighted in
the book “Wildflower Wonders - The 50 Best Wildfllower sites.
IWFF has since become a world leader for raising environmental awareness, with
visitor numbers increasing year on year.
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